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On the use of transmissibility to estimate vibro-acoustic
responses in operational conditions
Miguel Neves, Hugo Policarpo, Nuno Maia, Dmitri Tcherniak
Abstract: This work briefly reviews the concepts of displacement transmissibility,
acoustic transmissibility as well as vibro-acoustic transmissibility used to relate
excitations from some parts with their counterpart. One application where the
concept appears naturally is the operational transfer path analysis (OTPA). It is based
solely on operational measurements (conducted when the machine is in operation),
not requiring any FRFs, thus significantly reducing the complexity of the
measurement campaign and reducing the measurement time. The OTPA method has
advantages depending on the conditions of the problem. Here, the authors are
concerned with the influence of the stiffness values of the vibration source
(excitation) mounts on the response inside the structurally connected acoustic cavity.
In this article, the authors conclude that if the stiffness of the mounts approaches
zero, the OTPA contributions coincide with the baseline ones independently of having
cross talk or not. If the mount stiffness approaches infinity, the contributions coincide
with the OTPA contributions obtained when the indicator signals are measured on the
passive side of the mount. Therefore, placing the indicator accelerometers on the
active side of the mounts are advantageous as this will produce a lesser error than
when they are placed on the passive side of the mounts. Placing the indicator
accelerometers on the both sides of the mount produces no cross-talk error. These
results illustrate in which conditions the contributions from classical TPA and OTPA
compare.
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